


Food Bank of Northeast Georgia revamps website and address food
deserts in Athens in order to increase access to food services
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The increased accessibility from the website will make it easier to utilize online resources to
locate food for residents in the Athens area, and data analysis will aid in the understanding of
what communities are still in need of NEGA services.

ATHENS – September 16, 2021 – The Food Bank of Northeast Georgia has dedicated time
and effort to updating their current website and analyzing data trends to address many
communities in the region who are not receiving benefits from the Food Bank. Both the
revamp and data analysis is a part of a larger effort to address the accessibility issues when it
comes to getting access to food services in the Athens area and beyond.

The food bank’s goal is to prevent malnutrition and hunger across 14 counties in Northeast
Georgia, but the data shows that there are more than 11,000 individuals in the region who are
not receiving access to the services provided by NEGA. With only two distribution centers in
Athens and Rabun County, there are many individuals who were not a part of the distribution
systems in place. Due to the increased data analysis, these problem areas were identified and
efforts were increased to bring food and distribution services to these underserved areas.

“The data we analyzed was extensive, but we found that by increasing access to food, we can
also make a sizable, positive impact on poverty, obesity, and education in these communities,”
says the head data analyst on the development team.

While the data helped reveal systemic issues in distribution, the work done to the NEGA
website has helped hundreds of individuals gain easier access to online materials to gain food
services in their communities. Before, many struggled to find the information they needed to
get to the distribution centers or get information about the food bank, but the revamp has
streamlined those processes and increased accessibility for individuals suffering from food
insecurity in Northeast Georgia.

“The new website has allowed me to not only feel more informed on services provided by
NEGA, but I can also better share these resources with people I know who may need them,”
says one individual when asked about how the new revamp has affected his experience with
NEGA.

If you or someone you know is suffering from food insecurity, please visit
www.foodbanknega.org to find your local mobile pantry. The Food Bank of Northeast Georgia
is committed to bringing healthy, accessible food to all communities in the region. We will
continue to improve our services and systems to better serve our communities.

http://www.foodbanknega.org


Frequently Asked Questions

What is the Food Bank of Northeast Georgia?

The Food Bank of Northeast Georgia is a nonprofit organization that aims to fight
hunger across the Northeast region of Georgia. With humble beginnings in Athens, the
organization has grown to serve 14 different counties and provide 13 million pounds of
food each year to those facing food insecurity in the region.

How does the Food Bank of Northeast Georgia operate on this scale?

They are able to provide 13 million pounds of food each year with the help of over 200
partner organizations that operate locally, regionally, state-wide, and nationally. These
partners include manufacturers, grocers, distributors, trucking companies, farms,
individuals, and other organizations. The food bank collects donated items and surplus
food to smaller nonprofits which then distribute the food to local community members
in need. This distribution occurs through mobile pantries, community programs, and
partner agencies.

What areas does the Food Bank of Northeast Georgia serve?

The Food Bank of Northeast Georgia serves 14 counties in Georgia; Banks, Banks,
Barrow, Clarke, Franklin, Habersham, Hart, Jackson, Madison, Oconee, Oglethorpe,
Rabun, Stephens, Towns, and White counties. In this region alone, 1 in 7 people face
hunger and the food bank helps serve 10,083,256 meals each year.

What is new in this relaunch? Why did the website need to be updated?

The website underwent a content audit, design changes, and reorganization in order to
improve the online experience for users. These updates will make the website easier to
operate which will help those in need find local food banks and other necessary
resources quicker. Instead of having to click through many tabs to go to the map of
food bank operations, the new site will streamline the process and make the map
easier to read so there is no hassle with locating food.

What else is new for the Food Bank of Northeast Georgia?

The food bank is in the process of an internal data analysis with the goal of highlighting
areas of high food scarcity/low food availability and allocating proper resources to



these areas. They are also reviewing staffing/volunteer numbers making sure they are
sent to areas with high demand in order to help with food collection and distribution.

What data has been analyzed? How was it collected?

We have collected data on each of the food bank's partner agencies with its name,
location, hours, phone number, and additional relevant information. We want to
evaluate how well each agency was using its staff to distribute food at the right times.
We also used this information to try and find the most food-insecure areas.

Will this affect how the Food Bank of Northeast Georgia currently operates?

The Food Bank of Northeast Georgia will continue to operate normally; the goal is to
increase efficiency in operation across all 14 counties so that every person in need gets
the food and resources necessary. By improving the website, those in need can look up
the closest food pantry or other distributors with ease, volunteers can see which
location is in need of food or manpower, etc. With the data analysis, the food bank can
see which areas are in greater demand than others and they can then allocate those
resources properly.


